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**Abstrak**


Kata kunci: cara mengatasi bullying, Sharon Draper, psikologi individual
Abstract

Bullying is an action that still occurs frequently. Bullying not only a concern of psychologists, parents and society, but also authors. One of the authors who cares about bullying is Sharon Draper in her work entitled *Out of My Mind* (2010). This study examines how to deal with intimidation found in the novel. In this study using the theory of individual psychology by Alfred Adler and the technique used is literature. The purpose of this study was to analyze the indicators of bullying, how the main characters cope with bullying, and why she wrote this novel. Two data sources used namely primary data derived from the novel itself and secondary data consisting of books, e-books, journals, websites, etc. There are three research results found, first there are four indicators of bullying contained in the novel, teasing the body language, teasing the speaking manner, giving a disparaging look and making fun/calling by other name. Second, the main character overcomes bullying by using six principles from the theory of individual psychology. Third, there are three reasons why the author wrote this novel. First, the personal experience of writers, the author wants to appreciate parents and caregivers and last, the author wants to convey feelings of humanity and respect to others.
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